Parents Lead shares holiday-focused resources to support North Dakotans during the pandemic

BISMARCK, N.D. – Parents Lead, a North Dakota program aimed at supporting the behavioral health needs of children, is offering new holiday-focused resources for parents, family members and other trusted adults to support children during the pandemic.

“The holidays will look a little different this year because of the pandemic,” said Laura Anderson, assistant director of the North Dakota Department of Human Services’ Behavioral Health Division. “As parents, we have an opportunity to shape these events for our children, ensuring they look back and remember gains more than losses.”

The new resources offer creative ideas on how to create new family traditions that will last beyond the pandemic and connect loved ones during the holidays. There are also conversation starters to help adults talk with children about setting safe and practical expectations around holiday events. A 30-day calendar is available with fun ideas and activities people can do together like share a favorite holiday memory, record a greeting to share with loved ones and create a food basket for a neighbor in need. These resources are online at ParentsLead.org.

The Parents Lead website has a variety of COVID-related materials not only for parents, but also for community members and professionals.

Anderson said new resources are being added to the website, and throughout December, holiday parenting information will be shared on Parents Lead social media channels.

The primary goal of Parent Lead is to provide parents and caregivers with tools and resources to support them in promoting the behavioral health and well-being of their children. Interested individuals can also follow Parents Lead on Facebook, Instagram and Pinterest.
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